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In March 2020, the grim realization of the COVID-19 pandemic and the kind of
impact it would have on our community started to settle in. That month, the City of
Boca Raton issued a Stay Home, Stay Safe Order in accordance with the County and
State to limit nonessential travel. This forced City facilities including libraries, parks
and community centers to close. Departments and Divisions city-wide started to
have conversations about what the future of programs and services could potentially
look like for our residents, one department being the Boca Raton Public Library. The
team quickly understood the need for activities for families outdoors while trying to
continue the educational programming they were always known for. The result was
the Storywalk Program – an innovative way for children, and adults, to enjoy reading
and the outdoors at the same time.
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THE CHALLENGE
March 2020 marked the beginning of an unprecedented time that changed the way
all local governments do business and provide programs and services to the
community. Realizing the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic, especially in the South
Florida region, the City of Boca Raton quickly sprang into action, taking direction
from Palm Beach County and the State of Florida. On March 28, 2020, the City issued
a “Stay Home, Stay Safe” executive order in accordance with County and State orders
to limit nonessential travel within the community. This forced City facilities including
libraries, beaches, parks and community centers to be closed to the public.
Departments and Divisions city-wide started to have conversations about what the
future of doing business with the City would potentially look like for our residents
and began to implement virtual services and programming. One of the City’s
facilities, the Boca Raton Public Library (BRPL), has always been known for their inperson offerings that were made available to residents. With a variety of courses,
programs and initiatives, BRPL served all populations from children to seniors with
books, take home activities and more.
As we continued to monitor the pandemic, the BRPL staff realized a need within the
community – providing patrons the opportunity to enjoy City services while outside
considering most residents were taking advantage of the outdoors. After much
consideration, they introduced the StoryWalk program – an innovative way for

children and adults to enjoy reading and the outdoors. Laminated pages from a
children’s book are secured between planes of plexiglass inside of an aluminum
frame, attached to an aluminum post, which are installed along an outdoor path.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the StoryWalk program were to:
•

Meet the needs of our residents who wanted to participate in outdoor
activities in a safe space

•

Continue educational programming that benefited the City’s youth, especially
with the lack of in-person learning

•

Provide the same level of service to our taxpayers but in a manner that
adhered to CDC safety guidelines

Just like in all areas of the country, people needed an outlet to help maintain some
sort of normalcy and distractions from the pandemic. The Boca Raton Public Library
did an excellent job of recognizing that need and provided virtual programming,
take home activities and initiatives like the StoryWalk that benefitted our
community for the long run. After the initial launch of the program, BRPL was
recognized for their efforts and were able to fully invest into the program to make it
the successful initiative it still is today.

IMPLEMENTATION & OUTCOMES
The StoryWalk started as a partnership between the Boca Raton Public Library and
Palm Beach County (PBC) Environmental Resources Management Department.
Through the County’s Adopt-A-Natural Area Program, the StoryWalk initiative was

approved to be placed at the PBC Pondhawk Natural Area, a short walk away from
the Spanish River Library. The team worked diligently along with PBC staff and
volunteers to dig holes and cement aluminum posts into the ground throughout the
area. BRPL staff then installed the aluminum frames onto the posts and Inserted the
laminated pages from a children’s book into each one. The team also came up with
little fun facts and/or physical activities for each page of the story for children and
parents to enjoy together. The Friends of the Boca Raton Public Library partnered
with BRPL and agreed to fund $2,500 toward aluminum and plexiglass book page
holders for the StoryWalk. The StoryWalk was up and running starting July 2020.
The first book’s pages were original to the physical book and were laminated. Due to
the bright Florida sun, the colored illustrations on the pages faded quickly and were
hard to see. Since then, the BRPL staff has been working with the publishers of each
featured book to obtain permission to reproduce the book pages, print the pages on
special paper with UV ink and have them laminated with thicker lamination. This
drastically improved the durability of the story pages. As the program progressed,
the BRPL staff made necessary changes to enhance the success of the program.
Some patrons who had never walked the nature trail, were unsure how to get to the
StoryWalk from the parking lot so sidewalk decal arrows were made leading from
the parking lot to the entrance of the StoryWalk. Initially, BRPL staff decided to
switch to a new book every three months, however, the Pondhawk StoryWalk was so
popular, there became a demand to change the books every two months. The BRPL
staff also used this as a way to support other city initiatives – for example, Gumbo
Limbo Nature and turtle rehabilitation center, re-worked their Sea Turtle Month

celebration events to be virtual during the pandemic. BRPL worked with the Center
to match the theme and provide a StoryWalk book related to sea turtles.
As a result, the Pondhawk StoryWalk became a local attraction welcoming over
3,000 patrons of all ages. With an enormous amount of recognition on social media
as well as the successful participation numbers, BRPL decided to include another
StoryWalk location. After scouting several locations, the team decided on Serenoa
Glade Preserve location inside George Snow Park, a city park that includes a
playground, basketball court and tennis court. Seeing that the Serenoa Glade
Preserve trail was shorter, the StoryWalk would be geared toward an even younger
demographic. A. few months later, the Boca Raton Park Maintenance staff dug holes
and cemented the aluminum posts to build out the story walk. To date, hundreds of
patrons participate in both StoryWalks each month.
Additionally, the StoryWalk was featured in local publications such as the Boca
Raton Tribune, Boca Magazine, Sun Sentinel, Patch.com and a local mommy
blogger, Local Mom Scoop.

INNOVATIVE
The StoryWalk program is innovative for many reasons. It addressed a local need to
provide an outdoor activity used to educate children while exploring nature trails
throughout the City. It also created an opportunity to collaborate with other City
facilities and departments to bring awareness to the different functionalities of local
government and some of the work our staff members do on a daily basis.
Additionally, it was strategically built to adhere to all CDC guidelines to encourage
residents to enjoy the outdoors while maintaining a safe space. Lastly, it took a City

program that was no longer offered at the time and provided it to patrons with even
more engagement and interactivity. As the program continued, the BRPL staff
adapted to the changing environment not only of the pandemic but to the needs
and wants of our residents.

ADAPTABILITY
The StoryWalk program is a model that can be incorporated in any community with
outside green space. Even though the initial set up and idea came at a higher cost
than expected, the success of the program invited organizations like the Friends of
the Library to donate funds toward the initiative. Additionally, the partnerships
between the City, the County and other departments are partnerships that can be
cultivated anywhere for the greater good of the community.
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